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A B S T R A C T   

Achieving high volatiles conversion is crucial to biomass chemical looping combustion. Challenges arise from 
rapid devolatilization of biomass and limited biomass injection ports, resulting in volatiles with insufficient 
contact with oxygen carriers in fluidized beds. A concept called volatiles distributor (VD) has recently been 
proposed and investigated in a cold-flow fluidized bed, which shows excellent performance in achieving an even 
distribution of volatiles over the cross section. To deeply understand VD’s impact on hydrodynamics behaviors, 
pioneering three-dimensional full-loop cold-flow CFD simulations were conducted using an Eulerian multiphase 
granular model. Three drag models, i.e., Gidaspow, Filtered, and two-step EMMS/bubbling, were evaluated 
against experimental data. While all models perform well in bubbling fluidization, the two-step EMMS/bubbling 
model excels in turbulent fluidization. Additionally, CFD simulations reveal improved mixing between volatiles 
and bed materials with VD, highlighting its efficiency in addressing incomplete conversion of high-volatile fuels 
like biomass in fluidized bed systems.   

1. Introduction 

As a CO2-negative emission technique, Bio-Energy Carbon Capture 
and Storage (BECCS) technology has been considered as one of the most 
promising methods for achieving the climate target (Masson-Delmotte 
et al., 2021). However, the cost of BECCS is highly dependent on CO2 
concentration in emission gas. In traditional biomass combustion pro-
cesses, CO2 concentration from the combustor outlet is rather low (<20 
%) and mixed with other gas species (such as N2, CO, and O2). Therefore, 
the cost of BECCS significantly reduces the economic profitability of 
plants. In contrast to traditional biomass combustion processes, chemi-
cal looping combustion uses oxygen-carrier particles to transfer oxygen 
between two interconnected fluidized beds (Shao et al., 2020), i.e., from 
air reactor to biomass reactor. An essentially pure stream of CO2 can be 
generated assuming fully converted combustible gases with oxygen 
carriers in a biomass reactor. Thus, inherent carbon capture can be 
achieved without a high energy penalty for gas separation (Danesh-
mand-Jahromi et al., 2023; Qasim et al., 2022; Yan et al., 2022). 

However, due to the fast devolatilization of biomass and limited biomass 
injection ports, local upwards streams of volatiles near injection ports 
can be expected, which would cause limited contact between volatiles 
and oxygen carriers, and hence poor volatiles conversion (Berdugo 
Vilches et al., 2017). 

It has been observed that fuel conversion in fuel reactors can be 
significantly enhanced by employing oxygen carriers capable of 
releasing oxygen in gas phase, a process known as chemical looping with 
oxygen uncoupling (CLOU). This includes Cu-based (Arjmand et al., 
2011; Gayán et al., 2012; Krzywanski et al., 2022; Skulimowska et al., 
2017), Mn-based (Azimi et al., 2013; Lyngfelt et al., 2023; Shulman 
et al., 2009), and perovskite-type (Abad et al., 2019; Larring et al., 2020; 
Liu et al., 2022; Moldenhauer et al., 2020) oxygen carriers synthesized 
using various supported materials and techniques, in contrast to tradi-
tional oxygen carriers like ilmenite used in regular CLC processes 
(Hedayati et al., 2022; Rydén et al., 2010; Zylka et al., 2020). However, 
transitioning from small pilots to large-scale operations involves a sub-
stantial increase in cross-sectional area of fluidized beds. This 
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enlargement can significantly intensify local plume of volatiles over fuel 
entry, resulting in reduced contact between volatiles and oxygen car-
riers. Therefore, merely developing CLOU oxygen carriers may not be 
sufficient to address conversion of volatiles in fuel reactors, especially in 
large-scale applications. Moreover, drawbacks associated with CLOU 
oxygen carriers, such as susceptibility to sintering and agglomeration, 
limited mechanical strength, slow oxidation kinetics, and potential 
deactivation due to fuel impurities and high production costs, may make 
CLOU oxygen carriers not attractive for all large-scale implementations. 

Hence, improvements on fuel reactor designs can also be considered 
to enhance conversion of volatiles. When comparing various fuel feeding 
positions, specifically above-bed and in-bed methods, it was observed 
that the in-bed fuel feeding approach enhances contact between vola-
tiles and oxygen carriers (Linderholm et al., 2012). Therefore, a more 
uniform distribution of volatiles over cross section of biomass reactors at 
positions as low as possible will enhance contact between volatiles and 
oxygen-carrier particles, thus improving volatiles’ conversion. However, 
it is challenging to add more in-bed fuel feeding systems over the cross- 
section of the industrial-level fluidized-bed. Various types of internals 
were proposed and subsequently demonstrated to enhance the gas–solid 
contact and fuel conversion within the fuel reactor (Guío-Pérez et al., 
2014; Pérez-Vega et al., 2019). Nevertheless, there is no specific design 
found for the lateral distribution of the local plume of volatiles over fuel 
entry of the fuel reactor. Given that the fuel reactor typically operates as 
bubbling fluidized bed, resulting in a concentration of the oxygen car-
riers at the bottom of the reactor, the objective is to achieve a uniform 
cross-sectional distribution of volatiles at the lowest feasible position. 
For such reasons, the concept of volatiles distributor (VD) has been 
proposed, and preliminary experimental studies have proved that VD is 
a straightforward and effective choice to regulate lateral gas distribution 
in biomass reactor (Li et al., 2022a; Li et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022b). In 
general, VD is a downward opened box configured as an arm located at 
bottom of a fluidized bed with distribution holes on both sides to modify 
lateral gas distribution, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (Li et al., 2021). Due to 
limited open area and different arrangements of distribution holes on 
both sides, VD allows for volatiles to spread along length of VD, and 
equipping VD with internal baffles may improve lateral gas distribution 
further (Li et al., 2022a). But on the other hand, the introduction of VD 
would inevitably modify hydrodynamics, and heat and mass transfer 
characteristics of fluidized beds. Hence, in-depth understanding of the 
intrinsic characteristics of fluidized beds with VD is the prerequisite to 
efficient utilization of VD for achieving uniform distribution of volatiles. 
As transport phenomena in a fluidized bed with VD is usually complex, it 

would be costly and time-consuming to clarify the intrinsic character-
istics of fluidized beds with VD solely by experimental approaches. 

With the fast development of computational capacity, computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) has been widely viewed as an indispensable 
complement of experiments to investigate the effect of internal struc-
tures of fluidized beds (Li and Huang, 2018; Lu et al., 2016; Samruam-
phianskun et al., 2012). Among all mainstream CFD models for fluidized 
beds, the Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E) model has been mostly used as it re-
quires much less computational resources (Luo et al., 2022; Sundaresan 
et al., 2018). Thus, it is reasonable to use the E-E model to clarify the 
intrinsic characteristics of fluidized beds with VD for biomass chemical 
looping combustion. But on the other hand, modeling accuracy of the E- 
E model is highly dependent on the chosen drag models (Du et al., 2022; 
Luo et al., 2017; Milioli and Milioli, 2023; Sarkar et al., 2016; Stama-
topoulos et al., 2023; Zhu et al., 2019). Till date, there are mainly three 
types of drag models for use in the E-E model, i.e., homogeneous drag 
models where the Gidaspow model (Gidaspow, 1994) is the represen-
tative, filtered drag models (Igci et al., 2008), and variational drag 
models with the energy-minimization multi-scale (EMMS) model (Luo 
et al., 2017; Wang and Li, 2007) as the representative. Though each type 
of drag models has shown their advantages in respective E-E modeling of 
fluidized beds, their applicability has not been clarified in E-E modeling 
of fluidized beds with VD for biomass chemical looping combustion. 
Therefore, this study first aims to identify the best drag model to be used 
in E-E modeling of fluidized beds with VD for biomass chemical looping 
combustion, and then use the identified drag model to investigate the 
effects of VD on transport phenomena and reactions of fluidized-bed 
biomass chemical looping combustion. 

In this work, a comprehensive comparison of three different drag 
models, i.e., the Gidaspow model(Gidaspow, 1994), the filtered model 
proposed by Sarkar (Sarkar et al., 2016), and the two-step EMMS/ 
bubbling model (Luo et al., 2017), was conducted first to show their 
prediction of distributions of solids volume fraction, pressure, volatiles, 
etc., in E-E modeling of a fluidized-bed biomass chemical looping 
combustor. With the identified most suitable drag model, the effects of 
VD on physicochemical performance of the fluidized-bed biomass 
chemical looping combustor were fully investigated to support design, 
optimization, and scale-up of fluidized-bed biomass chemical looping 
combustion. 

2. Experiments for model validation 

Cold-flow experiments of a circulating fluidized bed (CFB) with VD 

Fig. 1. Illustration of VD as a downward open box immersed at the bottom of fluidized bed with side holes.  
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were conducted for model validation, as shown in Fig. 2. The CFB 
consists of a wind box, a riser, a cyclone, and a return leg. There is a 
perforated plate between the wind box and riser for primary air, which 
has 1660 holes of 2 mm diameter, corresponding to 6.2 % opening area 
of the cross section. The gas supply system includes primary air for 
fluidization in the riser, inlet air at bottom of the return leg to maintain 
solids flow in the recycle loop, and secondary air mixed with tracer gas, 
i.e., CO2, to simulate volatiles injected from left bottom of the riser. 
Height and cross-sectional dimensions of the riser are 8500 mm and 700 
mm × 120 mm. There are 58 distribution holes with diameter of 5 mm 
on the VD. The VD is installed at bottom of the riser on its front plate 
with bolts and nuts. Gas injected into the VD can mix with fluidization 
gas and leaves the VD through the distribution holes. Depending on 
pressure drop over the holes, part of injected gas may leave the VD 
through its bottom. 

Measurement system of the experiments includes 24 pressure mea-
surement taps along the riser for determination of vertical solids dis-
tribution, and a X-STREAM Enhanced XEGK gas analyzer used to 
measure gas concentration at bottom of the riser. Piezo resistive pressure 
transducers were used for pressure measurement. Most of the pressure 
transducers measure vertical differential pressure between two pressure 
taps in order to achieve high accuracy. Transducers with varying mea-
surement ranges, spanning from 5 mbar to 200 mbar, were utilized 
corresponding to different heights of pressure measurement taps. 
Instrumental error associated with these transducers is 1 %. Average 
values over 120 s period at these different positions under each condi-
tion were used to estimate pressure over the whole cross-section. Two 
sets of gas sampling tubes, i.e., HSV 1–6 and LSV 1–6, are installed at 
bottom of the riser, as indicated in Fig. 2. The HSV 1–6 is used to 
measure horizontal distribution of the simulated volatiles, and the LSV 
1–6 is used to detect if there is any leakage of the simulated volatiles 
from bottom of the VD. The gas sampling tube including 10 mm filters 
on the top penetrates 70 mm and 50 mm, respectively, into the bed 
without and with VD. The corresponding sampling points were selected 
in the CFD simulations for comparison with experimental data. The gas 
sample flows continuously at 1 L/min into the gas analyzer via filters, 
which means that gas is continuously pumped out from the fluidized 
bed. Measurement range of the tracer gas CO2 in the gas analyzer is 100 
to 10000 ppm with both zero-point and span drifts related to full scale as 
1 %. CO2 concentration of each gas sampling tube was measured and 
recorded at 1 Hz during 120 s, with 90 s stabilization time before data 
was recorded. When the data were analyzed, averaged value was taken 
during the 120 s period. It should be noted that uncertainty of gas 

concentration measurements by suction probes in lower part of the 
fluidized bed might increase due to considerable bypass flows at higher 
fluidization velocities (Lyngfelt et al., 1996). 

Bed materials used in the experiments are glass beads with bulk 
density of 2600 kg/m3 and average particle size of 316 μm, which 
belong to the Geldart’s group B classification (Geldart, 1973). Under 
ambient conditions, minimum fluidization velocity of the glass beads is 
0.067 m/s, and terminal velocity is 2.21 m/s (Karlsson et al., 2017). 
Solids inventory of each experiment is 100 kg. Two series of experiments 
with and without VD were performed. The first series serve as reference 
cases and focus on horizontal distribution of simulated volatiles in the 
fluidized bed with varying superficial gas velocities without VD. VSV/ 
(Vair + VSV) (Notations can be seen in Table 1) was set to approximately 
10 % to keep almost the same percentage of simulated volatiles under 
different fluidization velocities. The second series aim to provide 
experimental data under different fluidization velocities and simulate 
volatiles’ percentages (approximately 10 %, 20 %, and 30 % at around 1 
m/s of fluidization velocity) with VD. An overview of the experimental 
conditions is summarized in Table 1. Physical properties of the gases are 
given in Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials, which are determined 
by the DIPPR correlations (https://dippr.aiche.org/). 

To assess lateral distribution of simulated volatiles under different 
operational conditions, an indicator of CO2 concentration ratio (R) is 

Fig. 2. Principal layout of the CFB cold-flow experimental setup and the sketch of the VD and gas sampling positions. (1) inlet of cyclone (2) inlet of primary air (3) 
inlet of simulated volatiles (4) outlet of cyclone. 

Table 1 
An overview of the experimental conditions.  

Case Ug Temperature Vair VSV CO2 in 
SV 

O2 in SV   

(m/s) (℃) (Nm3/ 
h) 

(Nm3/ 
h) 

(%) (%) 

Experiments without VD 
1  0.94 30.78 235 20 1.72 20.59 
2  2.04 40.04 474 64 1.09 20.73 
3  3.09 41.45 717 94 1.11 20.72 
4  4.13 42.15 967 114 1.09 20.73 
Experiments with VD 
5  0.94 32.18 234 19 1.81 20.58 
6  1.10 36.86 233 61 1.28 20.69 
7  1.27 39.09 235 102 1.22 20.70 
8  2.04 39.01 476 65 1.07 20.73 
9  3.08 41.47 717 92 1.14 20.72 
10  4.13 42.66 967 112 1.22 20.70 

Note: Ug: superficial gas velocity; Vair: volumetric flow rate of primary air; VSV: 
volumetric flow rate of simulated volatiles. 
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defined as the ratio of CO2 concentration measured by the gas analyzer 
at different horizontal positions to theoretically calculated average CO2 
concentration over the cross-section of the fluidized bed as 

R =
CCO2

Ccal
(1)  

Ccal =
MFCO2

MFair + MFSV + MFCO2
(2)  

Where CCO2 represents averaged CO2 concentration (ppm) measured by 
the gas analyzer or predicted by the CFD simulations, and Ccal denotes 
expected average CO2 concentration in cross-section of the fluidized bed 
if all gases are mixed ideally. MFCO2, MFair, and MFSV are flowrates of 
CO2 as a tracer gas, primary air, and simulated volatiles, respectively. 

To quantitatively evaluate performance of the CFD simulations, 
mean relative error (MRE) and mean absolute error (MAE) are intro-
duced in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), respectively. 

MRE =
1
N

∑N
i=1

⃒
⃒YCFD,i − YEXP,i

⃒
⃒

1
N

∑N
i=1

(
YEXP,i

) (3)  

MAE =
1
N
∑N

i=1

⃒
⃒YCFD,i − YEXP,i

⃒
⃒ (4)  

Where YCFD and YEXP are values predicted by CFD simulations and 
measured by experiments, respectively. N is the total number of sample 
points. For pressure, N is 24. For CO2 concentration at HSV and LSV, N is 
6. The subscript i is the ith sample point. 

3. Model description and simulation settings 

The Eulerian multi-phase granular model in the ANSYS Fluent 
2023R1 was employed in this work. Governing equations of the Eulerian 
multi-phase granular model are given in Table S2 in the Supplementary 
Materials. The study considers three different drag models. The Gidas-
pow (Gidaspow, 1994) and filtered models (Sarkar et al., 2016) are 
available in ANSYS Fluent 2023R1, and the two-step EMMS/bubbling 
model (Luo et al., 2017) was implemented by the User Defined Functions 
(UDFs). Detailed descriptions of the three models are given in Section 
3.1-3.3. The kinetic theory of granular flow (KTGF) (Gidaspow et al., 
1991) was used as closures for solids stress and viscosity for the Gidas-
pow model and two-step EMMS/bubbling model. For the filtered model 
(Sarkar et al., 2016), solids stress and viscosity are described by the 
filtered model instead of KTGF, as shown in Table S3 in the Supple-
mentary Materials. No-slip and partial-slip boundary conditions were 
prescribed for the gas phase and solids phase, respectively. The standard 
k-ε turbulence model was used to describe turbulent flows (Benzarti 
et al., 2021; Ding et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2017). As the standard k-ε 
requires less computational cost but gives reasonable prediction. The 
dispersed formulation of turbulence model was selected, as densities of 
gas and solid phase are significantly different (ANSYS, 2023). Density, 
viscosity, and mass diffusivity of the gas mixture are determined by the 
volume-averaged mixing law, mass-weighted mixing law, and kinetic 
theory, respectively. 

Three-dimensional full-loop cold-flow simulation was adopted, as 
full-loop simulation can give more reasonable results as compared to 
single fluidized-bed simulation (Li et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2013; Luo et al., 
2019; Tu et al., 2022) and the cold-flow experiments were conducted. 
The primary air distributor is streamlined to 184 holes with a diameter 
of 6 mm, maintaining the same opening ratio as the original 1660 holes 
with a diameter of 2 mm. This simplification reduces the total mesh 
number from 4 million to approximately 412 and 560 thousand poly-
hedral meshes for the case with VD and without VD, resulting a signif-
icant reduction in computational time. The polyhedral mesh was 
adopted, because of good convergency and low computational cost. The 

meshing procedure along with a skew and orthogonal quality analysis of 
cells are given in Section 3 in the Supplementary Materials. Maximum 
skewness (0.864 and 0.636 for the fluidized bed without VD and with 
VD, respectively) is smaller than 0.95 and minimum orthogonal quality 
is larger than 0.05 (0.301 and 0.300 for the fluidized bed without VD 
and with VD, respectively), indicating that quality of the mesh is quite 
good for CFD modeling (Krzywanski et al., 2020a; Krzywanski et al., 
2020b). The corresponding average mesh size is about 61 and 55 times 
of the particle diameter, which is acceptable for the E-E modelling (Luo 
et al., 2017). Note that mesh size at bottom of the fluidized bed (0 ~ 0.6 
m) is much finer than that at other locations, as performance of the VD in 
the dense bed is focused. In addition, a grid-dependent study given in the 
Supplementary Materials shows that mesh size has a weaker effect on 
the modeling results, where the case with 560 thousand polyhedral 
meshes gives almost the same pressure profiles and quite similar CO2 
concentration profile as that of the case with 810 thousand polyhedral 
meshes, which further confirms that the mesh used in this work is 
reasonable. Solids leaving outlet of the cyclone are recirculated to inlet 
of the recycle loop by the UDF to keep constant of solids inventory. Time 
step of 0.001 s and maximum iteration of 40 were chosen to ensure 
conservation of continuity, momentum, species transport, and turbu-
lence with convergence of 10-3. According to our preliminary simula-
tions, quasi-steady state reaches after running 30 s of physical time. 
Therefore, all simulations of the fluidized bed with and without VD were 
run for 50 s and data of the last 20 s were collected for analysis. Settings 
of the CFD modeling are given in Table 2. 

3.1. The Gidaspow model 

The Gidaspow model (Gidaspow, 1994) is a combination of the 
Ergun equation (Ergun, 1952) and Wen-Yu model (Wen, 1966), which 
has been widely used to simulate fluidized beds operated in different 
flow regimes. For Geldart’s Group B particles, a previous study showed 
that the Gidaspow model could give a reasonable prediction of bubbling 
fluidized beds, but failed to predict fast fluidized beds (Luo et al., 2019). 
Since the fluidized-bed system in this work can be operated under both 
bubbling and turbulent fluidization regimes, simulations with the 
Gidaspow model were carried out to evaluate its performance in these 
two fluidization regimes and then compared with other models. 
Formulation of the Gidaspow model is 

β =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0.75CD0
αsαgρg

⃒
⃒us − ug

⃒
⃒

ds
α− 2.65

g

(
αg > 0.8

)

150
(1 − αg)

2ug

αgd2
s

+ 1.75
ρg(1 − αg)

⃒
⃒us − ug

⃒
⃒

ds

(
αg⩽0.8

)
(5)  

where 

CD0 =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

24
(
1 + 0.15Re0.687

s

)

Res
(Res < 1000)

0.44 (Res⩾1000)
(6) 

Table 2 
Simulation setting of the fluidized-bed system.  

Unsteady formulation Unsteady, First order implicit 

Spatial discretization Green-Gauss Cell based (ANSYS, 2023) 
Pressure-Velocity Coupling Phase Coupled SIMPLE (ANSYS, 2023) 
Pressure PRESTO! (ANSYS, 2023) 
Momentum Second Order Upwind 
Volume Fraction QUICK (ANSYS, 2023) 
Turbulent Kinetic Energy Second Order Upwind 
Turbulent Dissipation Rate First Order Upwind 
Phase-1 CO2 Second Order Upwind 
Phase-1 O2 Second Order Upwind 
Angle of internal friction 30 
Time step 0.001 s  
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Res =
ρgdsαg

⃒
⃒us − ug

⃒
⃒

μg
(7)  

Here, Res is Reynolds number. ug and us are gas and solid velocities (m/ 
s). αg and αs are volume fractions of gas and solids phase. ρg and ρs are gas 
and solid densities (kg/m3). ds is particle diameter (m). β is drag coef-
ficient (kg/m3/s). µg is gas dynamic viscosity (Pa⋅s). CD0 is the standard 
drag coefficient for a particle. 

3.2. The filtered model 

Formulation of the filtered model is given as 

β =
3
4
CD0

αsαgρg

⃒
⃒us − ug

⃒
⃒

ds
α− 2.65

g HD (8)  

HD = 1 − min
[(

a + b/
⃒
⃒
⃒u*

slip

⃒
⃒
⃒

)
α

c+d/
⃒
⃒u*

slip

⃒
⃒

s , 0.97
]

(9)  

where a, b, c, and d are given as 

a = 0.9506,

b = 0.1708,

c = 0.049

(
1

Δ*
filter

− 1

)

,

d = 0.3358

(10)  

and the expressions of u*
slip and ut are 

u*
slip =

⃒
⃒us − ug

⃒
⃒

ut
(11)  

ut =
gd2

s

(
ρs − ρg

)

18ug
(12)  

where Δ*filter is dimensionless filtered size (Sarkar et al., 2016). g is the 
gravitational acceleration (m/s2). Although the filtered model has 
exhibited its advantages in coarse-grid simulations of Geldart’s Group A 
particles (Milioli and Milioli, 2023; Ozarkar et al., 2015; Sarkar et al., 
2016), its applicability to Geldart’s Group B particles is not very clear. 

3.3. The two-step EMMS/bubbling model 

In the two-step EMMS/bubbling model (Luo et al., 2017), hetero-
geneous index HD is used as a binary function of Reynolds number and 
voidage. Thus, general expression of the two-step EMMS/bubbling 
model is the same as that of the filtered model (Luo et al., 2022). In 
contrast to the filtered model, inputs of the two-step EMMS/bubbling 
model are superficial gas velocity and physical properties of gas and 
solids phases. Thus, HD is adjusted according to operating conditions of 
the simulated fluidized bed and physical properties of the gas and solids 
phases. As HD varies with the encountered operating conditions, Fig. S8 
shows the contour plot of HD determined for different operating condi-
tions. It is found that HD with high superficial velocity Ug = 4.13 m/s is 
smaller than that with low superficial velocity, as sub-grid structures 
have pronounced effects on momentum transfer between gas and solids 
phases under higher superficial velocity (Luo et al., 2017; Shi et al., 
2011). Fitted expressions of HD in different cases are given in Table S6- 
S9 in the Supplementary Materials. Note that same HD was used for cases 
with similar superficial gas velocity, as physical properties of gas and 
solids phases do not significantly change within a narrow range of 
temperature (absolute variation ≤ 50 ◦C), as shown in Table 1. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Effects of drag models and validation 

4.1.1. Fluidized bed without VD 
Fig. 3 shows axial profiles of time-averaged solids volume fraction 

together with their contour plots. When Ug = 0.94 m/s, axial profiles of 
solids volume fraction and bed expansion predicted by the three models 
are almost the same. When Ug = 2.04 m/s, axial profiles of solids volume 
fraction predicted by the three models are slightly different. Although a 
transition region between the dense and dilute phases is captured by all 
models, bed expansion predicted by the Gidaspow model is the highest 
and that by the filtered model is the lowest. With the increase of Ug, axial 
profiles of solids volume fraction predicted by the three models become 
more different. Among the three models, the filtered model gives the 
lowest solids volume fraction for upper section of the fluidized bed but 
the highest for center section of the fluidized bed, while the two-step 
EMMS/bubbling model gives the highest solids volume fraction for 
bottom section of the fluidized bed. 

Fig. 4 shows lateral profiles of time-averaged solids volume fraction 
at bed height of 0.4 m which is the same height as the injection of 
simulated volatiles. For the case of Ug = 0.94 m/s, results given by the 
three models are quite similar, and typical core-annulus structure where 
solids volume fraction is higher near wall and lower in central region, is 
captured. However, different models give quite different lateral profiles 
of time-averaged solids volume fraction when Ug is higher. It should be 
also noted that the filtered model fails to predict typical core-annulus 
structure when Ug is 2.04 m/s, 3.09 m/s, and 4.13 m/s, where there 
are two peaks close to wall. The reason is probably that special treatment 
of wall condition is not considered in the filtered model, but should be 
required for conditions with high Ug (Igci et al., 2011). 

The comparison between experimental pressure data and predicted 
ones along riser height by the three drag models under different oper-
ating conditions is shown in Fig. 5. Note that pressure shown in this 
work is relative pressure. At low Ug, i.e., 0.94 m/s and 2.04 m/s, pressure 
profiles predicted by the three drag models are all in good agreement 
with the experimental data. With the increase of Ug, i.e., 3.09 m/s and 
4.13 m/s, the two-step EMMS/bubbling model shows the best pre-
dictions. Although sub-grid structure is resolved, predicted pressures 
with the filtered model are still overestimated in most regions, which 
indicates higher solids volume fraction along riser height. As compared 
to the two-step EMMS/bubbling model, the Gidaspow model also 
overestimates pressures in the riser at higher Ug, which is consistent with 
our previous study (Luo et al., 2019). 

To quantitatively evaluate model validation error on pressure, MRE 
and MAE between predicted pressure and experimental data are given in 
Table 3. At low Ug, i.e., 0.94 m/s and 2.04 m/s, MRE of the three models 
are smaller than 20 % and MAE of the three models are smaller than 0.4 
kPa (smaller than 5 % of pressure difference between bottom and top of 
the riser), indicating good predictions of all models when the fluidized 
bed is operated at bubbling fluidization regime. With the increase of Ug, 
the two-step EMMS/bubbling model exhibits the lowest MRE (less than 
20 %) and MAE (less than 0.4 kPa), whereas the filtered drag model 
shows MRE greater than 20 % and both the filtered and Gidaspow 
models have MAE values exceeding 0.4 kPa. In addition, absolute error 
of the filtered and Gidaspow models is over 0.8 kPa (approximate 10 % 
of pressure difference between bottom and top of the riser) in most of the 
region, as shown in Fig. S9 in the Supplementary Materials. These results 
indicate that the two-step EMMS/bubbling model has better perfor-
mance in turbulent fluidization regime. 

Lateral profiles of CO2 concentration ratios at two different heights 
(HSV and LSV) predicted by the three drag models with experimental 
results under various operating conditions are shown in Fig. 6. All drag 
models give the same tendency of experiments, i.e., higher concentra-
tion ratio at left side for both LSV and HSV. At the LSV level, lateral 
profiles of CO2 concentration ratio predicted by all drag models are 
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generally in good agreement with the experimental data. Both predicted 
and measured CO2 concentration ratios at the LSV left side are much 
lower than that at the HSV left side. Since simulated volatiles are added 

262 mm above the LSV level, the presence of CO2 at the LSV level is 
explained by back mixing (Li et al., 2021). The deviation between CFD 
modeling and experimental data can be observed at Ug = 0.94 m/s, 

Fig. 3. Axial profiles of solids volume fraction in the fluidized bed without VD together with their contour plots predicted by the three drag models with different Ug 
((a) Ug = 0.94 m/s, (b) Ug = 2.04 m/s, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, (d) Ug = 4.13 m/s). 

Fig. 4. Lateral profiles of solids volume fraction at bed height of 0.4 m without VD predicted by the three drag models with different Ug ((a) Ug = 0.94 m/s, (b) Ug =

2.04 m/s, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, (d) Ug = 4.13 m/s). 
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where the predicted CO2 concentration ratio at the HSV level is under-
estimated except in the vicinity of the addition of simulated volatiles. 
The lower pressure drop over the air distributor at Ug = 0.94 m/s results 
in periodic, discontinuous, and large bubbles rising up in the center of 
bed, i.e., single bubble regime, which causes violent fluctuations of the 
bed and subsequently bring more simulated volatiles towards to the 
right side (Li et al., 2022a). Hence, more primary air for main fluid-
ization would flow through the air distributor in the middle part at lower 
Ug in the experiments compared to the uniform velocity of primary air 
over the whole air distributor set in the CFD modeling. This could 
explain the underestimated CO2 concentration ratios by CFD modeling 
at Ug = 0.94 m/s. For the other three operating conditions, the trends of 
lateral distributions of CO2 concentration ratio predicted by the three 
drag models are generally consistent with the experimental data and 
performance of the two-step EMMS/bubbling model is slightly better 
than the other two. 

To quantitatively evaluate model validation error on CO2 concen-
tration ratio, MRE and MAE between predicted CO2 concentration ratio 
and experimental data are given in Tables 4 and 5. For all simulation 
cases, MRE is relatively large (over 20 %) and MAE of CO2 concentration 
ratio at HSV is up to 1. However, it is important to note that average 
concentration of CO2 as tracer gas in the fluidized bed reactor is rather 
low, i.e., 0.1 vol%. The discrepancy between predicted and experimental 
CO2 concentration remains minimal, at less than 0.1 vol%, despite the 
relatively large MRE (e.g., 100 %) and MAE (e.g., 1.0) of CO2 concen-
tration ratio. More importantly, the trends of lateral profiles of CO2 
concentration ratio are well captured by all models, as shown in Fig. 6. 
Therefore, the results remain acceptable and can be used to analyze the 

effects of VD on gas–solid hydrodynamic behaviors. 
Overall, all the three drag models have similar performance in the 

simulation of fluidized bed with lower Ug, i.e., bubbling fluidization 
regime, while the two-step EMMS/bubbling model gives the most 
reasonable results at Ug = 3.04 m/s, i.e., the transition regime from 
bubbling to turbulent, and Ug = 4.13 m/s, i.e., the turbulent regime. 
Therefore, the two-step EMMS/bubbling model is further used to eval-
uate its performance in CFD modeling of the fluidized bed with VD. 

4.1.2. Fluidized bed with VD 
Fig. 7 compares axial pressure profiles of the fluidized bed equipped 

with VD predicted by the two-step EMMS/bubbling model with exper-
imental data. For the cases with lower superficial gas velocities, Ug =

0.94 m/s and 2.04 m/s, both experiments and CFD simulations show 
that pressure decreases rapidly with height of the fluidized bed and 
becomes zero at height of 0.9 m and 1.4 m, respectively. When Ug is 3.08 
m/s and 4.13 m/s, both experiments and CFD simulations show that 
pressure decreases more slowly along the riser height, which means 
more particles are brought upwards with higher superficial gas velocity. 
In addition, MRE and MAE of pressure are smaller than 20 % and 0.4 kPa 
for most of the investigated cases, as shown in Table S10 and Table S11 
in the Supplementary Materials. Generally, the CFD simulations are in 
good agreement with experimental data for all operating conditions, 
indicating that the two-step EMMS/bubbling model is applicable in both 
bubbling and turbulent fluidization regimes. 

Fig. 8 shows both CFD predicted and measured lateral profiles of CO2 
concentration ratio at two different heights, HSV and LSV, with the VD 
inserted in the fluidized bed using various operating conditions. For 

Fig. 5. Comparison of predicted axial pressure profiles without VD by using the three drag models with experimental data under different Ug ((a) Ug = 0.94 m/s, (b) 
Ug = 2.04 m/s, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, (d) Ug = 4.13 m/s). 

Table 3 
MRE and MAE between predicted pressure and experimental measurements.  

Case Ug (m/s) MRE of pressure MAE of pressure (kPa) 

EMMS Filtered Gidaspow EMMS Filtered Gidaspow 

1  0.94  10.83 %  11.59 %  11.88 %  0.24  0.25  0.26 
2  2.04  8.18 %  14.43 %  11.31 %  0.19  0.33  0.26 
3  3.09  12.71 %  20.12 %  18.65 %  0.31  0.49  0.45 
4  4.13  13.11 %  29.82 %  24.52 %  0.37  0.83  0.69  
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lower superficial gas velocities, Ug = 0.94 m/s and 2.04 m/s, lateral 
profiles of the CO2 concentration ratio predicted by the two-step EMMS/ 
bubbling drag model are in good agreement with the experimental data. 
MRE of CO2 concentration ratio at HSV is around 20 % and MAE of CO2 
concentration ratio at LSV is rather smaller (around 0.1), as shown in 
Table S10 and Table S11 in the Supplementary Materials. At higher 
superficial gas velocity, Ug = 3.08 m/s and 4.13 m/s, CFD predicted CO2 
concentration ratios are higher than the experimental ones at the left- 
hand side, i.e., the injection side of simulated volatiles. With increased 
distance from the injection, CO2 concentration ratios predicted by CFD 
decrease more rapidly than the experimental ones and show an increase 
in the right wall region. The cause for this discrepancy is that the 
standard k-ε turbulence model can give a good prediction at low tur-
bulent intensity, while a more detailed turbulent model is required for 

high superficial gas velocity. Another more likely explanation to the 
discrepancy between CFD simulations and experiments at higher su-
perficial gas velocities is that the measured gas concentrations represent 
the average concentration at a given position, rather than the average 
concentration of the entire flow. At higher superficial gas velocities, the 
fluidization gas from the bottom containing no CO2 could bypass the bed 
at a higher velocity. As a results, the suction tube for the gas analyzer 
may have limited time to collect sufficient gas samples from these bypass 
flows, potentially leading to higher measured CO2 concentrations. But 
both CFD simulations and experiments show that more simulated vol-
atiles can be distributed from the left-hand side to the right side, i.e., the 
side with injection port, with the help of VD, as compared to the case 
without VD as shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 9 compares predicted profiles of axial pressure and CO2 

Fig. 6. Comparison of predicted lateral profiles of CO2 concentration ratio at two different heights of the riser bottom (HSV: 0.483 m, LSV: 0.138 m) using the three 
drag models with experimental data under different Ug ((a) Ug = 0.94 m/s, (b) Ug = 2.04 m/s, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, (d) Ug = 4.13 m/s) without VD. 

Table 4 
MRE between predicted CO2 concentration ratio and experimental measurement at HSV and LSV.  

Case Ug (m/s) MRE of CO2 concentration ratio at HSV MRE of CO2 concentration ratio at LSV 

EMMS Filtered Gidaspow EMMS Filtered Gidaspow 

1  0.94  71.13 %  63.76 %  62.04 %  55.43 %  40.09 %  62.94 % 
2  2.04  62.57 %  56.99 %  55.32 %  86.05 %  43.05 %  39.94 % 
3  3.09  59.80 %  76.25 %  47.73 %  59.30 %  62.58 %  65.62 % 
4  4.13  66.06 %  88.62 %  96.13 %  108.42 %  157.11 %  88.90 %  

Table 5 
MAE between predicted CO2 concentration ratio and experimental measurement at HSV and LSV.  

Case Ug (m/s) MAE of CO2 concentration ratio at HSV MAE of CO2 concentration ratio at LSV 

EMMS Filtered Gidaspow EMMS Filtered Gidaspow 

1  0.94  0.78  0.70  0.68  0.11  0.08  0.12 
2  2.04  0.55  0.50  0.49  0.14  0.07  0.07 
3  3.09  0.51  0.65  0.40  0.08  0.08  0.09 
4  4.13  0.47  0.63  0.69  0.06  0.08  0.05  
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concentration by the two-step EMMS/bubbling model with experi-
mental data under varying flow rate of simulated volatiles (VSV is 19, 61, 
102 Nm3/h). Velocity of the primary air is kept constant at 0.94 m/s. 
The results show that CFD predictions with the two-step EMMS/ 
bubbling model are quantitatively in good agreement with experimental 
data. This suggests that the two-step EMMS/bubbling mode could give 
reasonable predictions of hydrodynamic and mass transfer of the 
experimental setup operated under various conditions, in particular at 
low superficial gas velocity. 

Overall, CFD simulations with the two-step EMMS/bubbling model 
of the fluidized bed with and without VD are validated with experi-
mental data from two aspects, i.e., profiles of axial pressure and lateral 
CO2 concentration ratio. It means the two-step EMMS/bubbling model is 
suitable to simulate the experimental setup and could give reasonable 
predictions of hydrodynamic and mass transfer under various operating 
conditions with or without VD. The results predicted by the two-step 
EMMS/bubbling model will be further used to evaluate the effects of 
VD on hydrodynamic behaviors of the fluidized bed. 

Fig. 7. Comparison of predicted axial pressure profiles of the fluidized bed with VD by the two-step EMMS/bubbling model with experimental data under different 
superficial gas velocities ((a) Ug = 0.94 m/s, (b) Ug = 2.04 m/s, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, (d) Ug = 4.13 m/s). 

Fig. 8. Comparison of predicted lateral profiles of CO2 concentration ratio at two different heights of the fluidized bed bottom (HSV: 0.483 m, LSV: 0.138 m) using 
the two-step EMMS/bubbling model with experimental data under different superficial gas velocity ((a) Ug = 0.94 m/s, VSV = 19 Nm3/h, (b) Ug = 2.04 m/s, VSV = 65 
Nm3/h, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, VSV = 92 Nm3/h, (d) Ug = 4.13 m/s, VSV = 112 Nm3/h, while flow rate of simulated volatiles were kept as around 10 % of the primary air) 
with VD. 
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4.2. Effects of the VD on hydrodynamics behaviors 

4.2.1. Solids volume fraction 
Fig. 10 compares instantaneous (a) and time-averaged (b) solids 

volume fraction of the fluidized bed without (left) and with (right) the 
VD from the front view under various operating conditions. For the case 
of Ug = 0.94 m/s, bed expansions without and with the VD are almost 
the same. A dilute region with low solid concentration near injection 
port of the simulated volatiles, i.e., the local plume of simulated vola-
tiles, is observed for the case without the VD. When simulated volatiles 
are injected into the VD, top region of the VD would be free from solid 
particles due to pressure drop over distribution holes of the VD. When 
increasing superficial gas velocity to 2.04 m/s and at the same time 
increasing flow rate of simulated volatiles proportionally, bed materials 
inside the VD is squeezed outside due to higher pressure drop over the 
distribution holes, and consequently, bed expansion with the VD is 
slightly higher than the case without the VD. When superficial gas ve-
locities are 3.09 m/s and 4.13 m/s, upper region of the VD is free from 
solid particles, similar to the case at Ug = 2.04 m/s. Generally, gas-solids 
contact time is expected to be increased due to the much more even 
horizontal distribution and higher vertical bed expansion. Those find-
ings are also consistent with axial pressure profiles of the VD region 
shown in Fig. S10 in the Supplementary Materials. 

To show more details of the effects of the VD on distribution of solids 
volume fraction at bottom of the fluidized bed, Fig. 11 displays time- 
averaged solids volume fraction in the YZ plane at X = 0.08 m, 0.35 

m, and 0.55 m for the cases without and with the VD. Contour plots of 
the YZ plane show bottom section of the fluidized bed, i.e., from 0 to 0.6 
m high, where the VD has significant effects on primary air flow. For the 
fluidized bed without the VD, solids volume fraction is relatively con-
stant along the height at bottom section for all operating conditions. 
However, solids volume fraction decreases from 0.4 to 0.2 with the in-
crease of superficial gas velocity from 0.94 m/s to 4.13 m/s. For the 
fluidized bed with the VD, solids volume fraction outside the VD is 
slightly lower than that of the fluidized bed without the VD when height 
is smaller than 0.4 m, because cross-sectional area for primary air is 
decreased due to the installation of the VD and the corresponding in-
crease of gas velocity. When height is more than 0.4 m, solids volume 
fraction increases slightly with increased bed height, as cross-sectional 
area outside VD gets back to normal cross-section of the fluidized bed. 
Solids volume fraction inside the VD decreases with height under all 
investigated operating conditions. But height of the dense phase inside 
the VD differs among the four different cases, especially when Ug = 0.94 
m/s. The contour plots also show that injection of simulated volatiles 
only has limited effects on distribution of solids volume fraction near the 
injection port, i.e., X = 0.08 m, in the cases without the VD, while other 
positions, e.g., 0.35 m and 0.55 m, still maintain the typical ‘core- 
annulus’ flow structure in the fluidized bed. Further, part of solids is also 
recycled back at around 0.4 m to 0.5 m height as cross-sectional area is 
enlarged, thereby higher solids volume fraction is observed in this re-
gion, which is good for mixing between simulated volatiles and solid 
particles. 

Fig. 9. Comparison of predicted axial pressure profiles ((a), (c), and (e)) and lateral profiles of CO2 concentration ratio ((b), (d), and (f)) at two different heights 
(HSV: 0.483 m, LSV: 0.138 m) of the fluidized bed bottom with VD by using the two-step EMMS/bubbling drag model with the experimental data with varying flow 
rate of the simulated volatile (VSV = 19, 61, 102 Nm3/h). 
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Fig. 10. Instantaneous (a) and time-averaged (b) solids volume fraction of the fluidized bed without (left) and with (right) the VD from the front view under various 
operating conditions ((a) Ug = 0.94 m/s, (b) Ug = 2.04 m/s, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, (d) Ug = 4.13 m/s). 

Fig. 11. Axial profiles of time-averaged solids volume fraction along with their contour plots of YZ plane at X = 0.08 m, 0.35 m, and 0.55 m for the cases without and 
with the VD under various operating conditions ((a) Ug = 0.94 m/s, (b) Ug = 2.04 m/s, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, (d) Ug = 4.13 m/s). 
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4.2.2. Gas flow streamlines 
Fig. 12 shows gas velocities and flow streamlines in the YZ plane for 

the fluidized bed without and with the VD. For the cases without the VD, 
injection of simulated volatiles only has a significant effect on primary 
air flow near the injection port of simulated volatiles, i.e., at X = 0.08 m. 
For the fluidized bed with the VD, the injected simulated volatiles 
obviously have a certain influence on primary air flow for all selected 2D 
YZ planes, because simulated volatiles are constrained and laterally 
distributed by the VD. Thus, the VD is expected to promote mixing and 
increase contact time between simulated volatiles and solid particles. 

Fig. 13 shows gas velocities and flow streamlines in the YZ plane at X 
= 0.08 m, 0.35 m, and 0.55 m for the fluidized bed with the VD with 
different flow rates of simulated volatiles and constant primary air flow 
rate, where Vair is set to 234 Nm3/h. Different flow rates of simulated 
volatiles could represent different fuel injection rates. As flow of simu-
lated volatiles increases, the effect on primary air flow becomes more 
significant and flow field forms more vortex-like structures, which might 
enhance mixing of gas and solids. However, it should also be noted that 
contact time between solids and volatiles may be decreased, since resi-
dence time of volatiles decreases with the increase of its flow rate. 

4.2.3. Distribution of CO2 concentration 
As CO2 is used as tracer gas in the experiments, its distribution can 

reflect mixing of simulated volatiles with primary air and solid particles. 
Fig. 14 shows time-averaged CO2 concentration in the XZ plane (left) 
and in the XY plane at four heights (right) without and with the VD at 
different fluidization velocities. For the fluidized bed without the VD, 
simulated volatiles cannot be well mixed with primary air at bottom 
section at Ug = 0.94 m/s. With increased superficial gas velocity, mixing 
between simulated volatiles and primary air becomes poorer. But with 
the VD, simulated volatiles are reasonably well mixed with primary air 
after distribution of the VD. 

To further evaluate the effects of the VD on the mixing between 
simulated volatiles and primary air at different heights, Fig. 15 shows 
comparison of lateral profiles of CO2 concentration ratio at two selected 

heights, i.e., 0.4 m and 0.8 m, for the fluidized bed without and with the 
VD under various operating condition. Height of 0.4 m is selected 
because it is the same as the injection port of simulated volatiles. Height 
of 0.8 m is selected because this height better reflects the effects of the 
VD on the horizontal distribution. It is evident that the local plume of 
simulated volatiles near the injection port is distributed more evenly 
over the cross-section by the VD. At 0.8 m, CO2 ratio varies around 1, 
indicating that simulated volatiles are reasonably well mixed with pri-
mary air as well as solid particles. Therefore, the VD is indeed expected 
to improve combustion efficiency of volatiles in the fluidized-bed 
system. 

5. Conclusion 

To have a better understanding of the VD concept and the effects of 
the VD on hydrodynamic behaviors in order to provide a more solid 
foundation for future scale-up, a three-dimensional full-loop CFD 
simulation of the fluidized bed with VD has been conducted. The sim-
ulations use an Eulerian multiphase granular model, where a homoge-
nous drag model (the Gidaspow drag model (Gidaspow, 1994)) and two 
meso-scale drag models, i.e., the filtered drag model (Sarkar et al., 2016) 
and the two-step EMMS/bubbling drag model (Luo et al., 2017), have 
been evaluated with experimental data for the fluidized bed without the 
VD. The results show that all three drag models can generally give 
reasonable predictions of axial pressure profiles and lateral tracer gas 
(CO2) concentration profiles with some deviations, possibly explained 
by the simplification of gas velocities of primary air inlet in the simu-
lations. However, results from the two-step EMMS/bubbling drag model 
were closer to experimental results, and selected for further simulations 
of the fluidized bed with VD. Axial pressure profiles and lateral profile of 
CO2 concentration ratio predicted by the two-step EMMS/bubbling drag 
model are generally in good agreement with experimental data of the 
fluidized bed with the VD, even though a more detailed turbulent model 
is required for high superficial gas velocity. The results indicate that the 
two-step EMMS/bubbling drag model is a suitable drag model in CFD 

Fig. 12. Comparison of instantaneous gas flow streamlines of the YZ plane of X = 0.08 m, 0.35 m, and 0.55 m for the fluidized bed without and with the VD under 
various operating conditions ((a) Ug = 0.94 m/s, (b) Ug = 2.04 m/s, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, (d) Ug = 4.13 m/s). 
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Fig. 13. Instantaneous gas flow streamlines of YZ plane at X = 0.08 m (a), 0.35 m (b), and 0.55 m (c) for the fluidized bed with the VD under different flow rates of 
simulated volatiles and constant primary air flow rates. 

Fig. 14. Comparison of contour plots of time-averaged CO2 concentration in the fluidized bed without and with the VD under various operating conditions ((a) Ug =

0.94 m/s, (b) Ug = 2.04 m/s, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, (d) Ug = 4.13 m/s). 
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modeling of the fluidized bed intensified with the VD under bubbling 
and turbulent fluidization regime. Three-dimensional analysis of solids 
volume fraction and gas streamlines of the fluidized bed without and 
with the VD shows mixing of simulated volatiles with primary air and 
solid particles is promoted by the VD. 
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1. Physical properties of the gas species 

Table S1 gives the detailed viscosity and density data for different gases (N2, O2, and CO2) 

under experimental conditions. Cases 1-4 represent the experimental condition without the 

novel VD, while cases 5-10 represent the experimental condition with the novel VD. 

Table S1. Physical properties of N2, O2, and CO2. 

Case ρN2 ρO2 ρCO2 μN2 μO2 μCO2 

 kg/m³ kg/m³ kg/m³ (Pa·s)·105 (Pa·s)·105 (Pa·s)·105 

Experiments without the novel VD 

1 1.123 1.283 1.764 1.798 2.094 1.525 

2 1.090 1.245 1.712 1.839 2.145 1.568 

3 1.085 1.240 1.705 1.845 2.153 1.575 

4 1.082 1.237 1.701 1.849 2.157 1.578 

Experiments with the novel VD 

5 1.118 1.277 1.756 1.804 2.102 1.531 

6 1.101 1.258 1.730 1.825 2.128 1.553 

7 1.093 1.249 1.717 1.835 2.140 1.564 

8 1.097 1.253 1.723 1.830 2.134 1.559 

9 1.085 1.240 1.704 1.846 2.153 1.575 

10 1.081 1.235 1.698 1.851 2.160 1.581 

 

Densities of different gas species of different temperature conditions are determined by 

using the ideal gas law as given in Eq. (S1). 

 
PM

RT
 =  (S1) 

Here, P is pressure, Pa, M is the molar mass of the gas species, kg/mol, R is gas constant 

R = 8.314 J/(mol·K), and T is temperature, K. Viscosities of N2, O2, and CO2 are determined 

by Eqs. (S2)-(S4). These correlations of viscosity can be found in the DIPPR database 

(https://dippr.aiche.org/). 

 
2

7 0.60811.101 10

1.0 54.714 /
N

T

T


−
=

+
 (S2) 

 
2

6 0.56341.101 10

1.0 96.3 /
O

T

T


−
=

+
 (S3) 

 
2

6 0.462.148 10

1.0 290.0 /
CO

T

T


−
=

+
 (S4) 

https://dippr.aiche.org/
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2. The governing equations of Eulerian multi-phase granular model 

Table S2. Eulerian multi-phase granular model. 

Governing equations 

Continuity equations: 

( ) ( ) 0g g g g g
t

   


+  =


u  

( ) ( ) 0s s s s s
t

   


+  =


u  

Momentum equations： 

( ) ( ) ( )g g g g g g g g g g g g s g
t

       


+  = −  +  + + −


u u g upu u  

( ) ( ) ( )s s s s s s s s s s s s g s
t

       


+  = −  +  + + −


u u g upu u  

Gas and solid stress tensors： 

( )
2

3

T

g g g g g g g g    =  +  − 
  

u u u I  

( )
2

3

T

s s s s s s s s s   
 

=  +  + −  
 

u u u I  

Species Transport Equations： 

( )
( ) ( )

,

, ,i

g g

g g

g i

g ig gg

Y
Y

t

 
  


+  = −


Ju  

Where: , , ,
Sc

t
g i g i m g i

t

D Y



 

= − +  
 

J  

The standard k- turbulence model: 

( ) ( ) t
g g g g g g g g k g g

k

k k k G
t


         



  
+  =  +  + −  

   
u  

( ) ( ) 1 2
t

g g g g g g g g k gC G C
t k

 
           



  
 +  =  +  + −       

u  

Where: 1 20.09, 1.44, 1.92, 1.0, 1.3kC C C  = = = = =  
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Table S3. Constitutive models of the solids phase for different drag models. 

KTGF Based drag model (Gidaspow and 

two-step EMMS/bubbling drag model) 
Filtered drag model (ANSYS, 2023) 

Solids shear viscosity: , , ,s s col s kin s fr   = + +  

6/7
1.544

8/7

2

,max

0.00307 s
s s filter

t s s

sS
u


 

 

−

 
=  

− 

g
 

Collisional Viscosity：  where:
1/3

ilter cell 2f V =  

( )
1/2

, 0

4
1

5

s
s col s s s sd g e


  



 
= +  

 
  

Kinetic Viscosity：   

( )
( )

2

, 0

0

10 4
1 1

96 1 5

s s s

s kin s s

s s

d
g e

e g

  
 



 
= + + +  

  

Frictional viscosity： ,

2

sin

2

friction 

s fr

D

p 
 =

I
  

Granular bulk viscosity：  

( )
1/2

2

0

4
1

3

s
s s s s sd g e


  



 
= +  

 
 0 

Granular temperature：  

( ) : 0
ss s s gsp  − +  − + =I u  0 

Solids pressure：  

( ) 2

02 1s s s s s s s sp e g     = + +  

( )( ) ( )*2 0.27 0.92 * *2 0.019 0.006 0.046
filter 

s s filter s  filter filter sp S 
 +

=   +  +  

where: 
*

2

fi

fil

t

ter

l er

tu


 =

g
 

Radial distribution: 

1
1

3

0

,max

1
s

sg




−

 
  

= −    
   

 0 

 

3. Geometry and computational domain discretization of the fluidized bed 

Geometry model of the cold-flow experimental setup was established by ANSYS 

SpaceClaim 2023 R1. Then the geometry model was imported to the Meshing module of 

ANSYS Fluent 2023 R1 to discretize the computational domain. The details on global grid 

settings are given in Table S4. A gird encryption processing was applied to the grid at bottom 

of the fluidized bed (0-0.6m) to ensure that the injection port of simulated volatiles, primary 
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air inlet, and distribution holes of VD have at least 15 points, as performance of the VD in the 

dense bed is focused. This approach is crucial for optimizing simulation computations, as it 

enhances computational efficiency while ensuring model accuracy (Krzywanski et al., 2020a, 

b). Detailed view of the mesh for the fluidized bed with and without VD is given in Fig. S1. 

Table S4. Global settings to discretize the computational domain. 

Defaults 

Workflow Watertight Geometry 

Physics Preference CFD 

Solver Preference Fluent 

Surface Mesh 

Minimum face Size 1.5 mm 

Maximum face Size 25 mm 

Groth Rate 1.2 

Size Function Proximity and Curvature 

Curvature Normal Angle Default (18.0°) 

Cells Per Gap 1 

Scope Proximity To edges 

Add Boundary Layers None 

Volume Mesh 

Filled With polyhrdra 

Sizing Method Global 

Max Cell Length 25 mm 

 

Fig. S1. Detailed view of the mesh for the fluidized bed without VD (a) and with VD (b). 
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The primary air distributor is streamlined to 184 holes with diameter of 6 mm, maintaining 

the same opening ratio as the original 1660 holes with diameter of 2 mm. This simplification 

reduces the total mesh number from 4 million to approximately 412 and 560 thousand 

polyhedral meshes for the cases with VD and without VD, resulting in a significant reduction 

in computational time. The corresponding average mesh size is about 61 and 55 times of the 

particle diameter, which is acceptable for E-E modeling (Luo et al., 2017). To evaluate quality 

of the mesh, a study was conducted focusing primarily on skewness and orthogonal quality. As 

given in Table S5, maximum skewness is 0.864 and 0.636 and minimum orthogonal quality is 

0.301 and 0.300 for the case without VD and with VD, respectively. Thus, maximum skewness 

is smaller than 0.95 and minimum orthogonal quality is larger than 0.05, indicating that the 

grid is fine enough for CFD modeling (Krzywanski et al., 2020a, b). 

Table S5. Selected parameters of the analyzed grid quality indicators. 

Items Without VD With VD 

Maximum skewness 0.864 0.636 

Minimum orthogonal quality 0.301 0.300 

The number of cells distributed in the generated grid according to skewness of the cases 

without and with VD is illustrated in Fig. S2 and Fig. S3. Skewness of most of the cells is in 

the range of 0.0-0.3. The number of cells distributed in the generated grid according to 

orthogonal quality of the cases without and with VD is given in Fig. S4 and Fig. S5. Orthogonal 

quality of most of the cells is in the range of 0.7-1.0. These results also indicate that quality of 

the grid satisfies the requirements of CFD modeling. 

  

Fig. S2. Mesh elements distribution for the model without VD installation generated based on 

skew. 
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Fig. S3. Mesh elements distribution for the model with VD installation generated based on 

skew. 

 

 

Fig. S4. Mesh elements distribution for the model without VD installation generated based on 

orthogonal quality. 
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Fig. S5. Mesh elements distribution for the model with VD installation generated based on 

orthogonal quality. 

To evaluate the effects of mesh size on CFD modeling results, a grid-independent study 

was conducted for the fluidized bed with VD. Figure S6 shows the coarse, medium, and fine 

mesh used in the evaluation. Mesh number of the coarse, medium, and fine mesh is 330, 560, 

and 810 thousand polyhedral meshes, respectively. The corresponding mesh size is 65, 55, and 

48 times of particle size, respectively. Figure S7 shows the effects of mesh size on axial profiles 

of pressure and lateral profiles of CO2 concentration ratio. It seems that mesh size has a weaker 

effect on the modeling results. The coarse mesh predicts a slightly higher pressure in most of 

the region as compared to that of fine mesh, whereas the medium mesh gives almost the same 

as that of the fine mesh. In addition, the coarse mesh gives a quite similar CO2 concentration 

ratio profiles as that of the fine mesh. Therefore, the results confirm that the two-step 

EMMS/bubbling model is grid-independent model and the mesh used in this work is reasonable. 
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Fig. S6. Fine, medium, and coarse mesh of the fluidized bed with VD used in the grid-

independent study. 

 

 

Fig. S7. The effects of mesh size on the CFD predicted axial profiles of pressure (a) and 

lateral profiles of CO2 concentration ratio (b). The drag model is two-step EMMS/bubbling 

model. The case is Ug = 3.7 m/s and the fluidized bed is installed with VD. 

 

4. HD of the two-step EMMS/bubbling drag model 

Figure S8 shows the contour plot of HD of the two-step EMMS/bubbling drag model for 

different operating conditions. For the case of Ug = 0.94 m/s, the HD of most of region is 1. 

With the increase of superficial gas velocity, the region of HD equaled to 1 becomes small. It is 

also found that the HD of operating case with high superficial gas velocity (Ug = 4.13 m/s) is 
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much smaller than that of low superficial velocity, as the sub-grid structure has more 

significance on the momentum transfer between gas and sold phase, which is consistent 

previous studies(Luo et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2011). To use the HD data in the ANSYS Fluent, it 

is fitted as an expression of Eq. (S5). 

 Reb

D sH a=  (S5) 

The fitting parameters of HD of different experiment runs are given in Table S6-S9. 

 

Fig. S8. Contour plot of HD of the two-step EMMS/bubbling drag model for different 

operating conditions: (a) Ug = 0.94 m/s, (b) Ug = 2.04 m/s, (c) Ug = 3.09 m/s, (d) Ug = 4.13 

m/s. 
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Table S6. Fitting correlations of HD for Ug = 0.94 m/s. 
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Table S7. Fitting correlations of HD for Ug = 2.04 m/s. 
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Table S8. Fitting correlations of HD for Ug = 3.09 m/s. 
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Table S9. Fitting correlations of HD for Ug = 4.13 m/s. 
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5. The analysis of model validation error 

 

Fig. S9. Absolute error of CFD predicted pressure along height of the fluidized bed without 

VD under various operating conditions. 

Table S10. MRE between CFD predictions and experimental measurements. 

Case Ug (m/s) MRE of Pressure 
MRE of CO2 concentration 

ratio at HSV 

MRE of CO2 concentration 

ratio at LSV 

5 0.94 17.13% 19.74% 82.75% 

6 1.10 15.58% 21.39% 90.44% 

7 1.27 12.55% 22.07% 88.83% 

8 2.04 8.57% 19.94% 61.92% 

9 3.08 12.74% 43.95% 109.61% 

10 4.13 11.85% 55.43% 60.68% 

 

Table S11. MAE between CFD predictions and experimental measurements. 

Case Ug (m/s) MAE of Pressure (kPa) 
MAE of CO2 concentration 

ratio at HSV 

MAE of CO2 concentration 

ratio at LSV 

5 0.94 0.43 0.24 0.12 

6 1.10 0.40 0.25 0.24 

7 1.27 0.32 0.23 0.22 

8 2.04 0.21 0.22 0.09 

9 3.08 0.35 0.43 0.11 

10 4.13 0.36 0.61 0.05 
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6. Axial profiles of pressure in the VD region 

Figure S10 shows the axial profiles of pressure in the VD region of the fluidized bed 

without and with the VD under various operating conditions. For the cases without the VD, the 

pressure decreases with the rising height of the fluidized bed, and it is slightly lower than the 

pressure in the corresponding cases with the VD, indicating that the existence of the VD 

increases the fluid flow resistance. For the case with Ug = 0.94 m/s, the pressure inside the VD 

remains the same as the one outside the VD and both decrease with the height of the fluidized 

bed until the height reaches 0.3 m., then the pressure inside the VD is constants as the top 

region inside the VD above 0.3 m is occupied by the simulated volatile together with the 

fluidization gas flowing from the bottom and free from solid particles as shown in Fig. S10. 

For the other operating conditions, simulation phenomena are observed as shown in Figs. S10 

(b), (c), and (d), the start point of the pressure difference between the region of outside VD and 

inside VD are significantly different with that of shown in Figs. S10 (a), the pressure of outside 

VD is lower than that of inside VD in most of region. In addition, the height of the dense phase 

inside the VD is correlated with the pressure drop over the distribution holes of the VD at the 

height of 0.374 m, which increases with the increasing of the superficial gas velocity and 

simulated volatiles flow rate as shown in Fig. S10. 

 

 

Fig. S10. Pressure axial profiles of the fluidized bed without and with the VD under various 

operating conditions. 
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Symbols 

Cμ, C1, C2 Coefficients in turbulence model - 

ds Particle diameter m 

e Restitution coefficient - 

GK Generated by mean velocity gradient  m2/s2 

g Gravitational acceleration m/s2 

g0 Radial distribution function  

I Identity matrix  

I2D Second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor - 

J Diffusion flux - 

k Turbulent kinetic energy m2/s2 

p Pressure Pa 

Pfriction Frictional pressure Pa 

Re Particle Reynolds number - 

Ss  Scalar filtered rates of strain 1/s 

SCt Turbulent Schmidt number - 

u Real velocity m/s 

uslip Non-dimensional slip velocity - 

ut Terminal velocity m/s 

Vcell Mesh cell volume m3 

Y Mass fraction  

Greek letters   

α Phase volume fraction  

β  Drag coefficient kg/(m3·s) 

γΘs Collisional dissipation of energy m2/s2 

ε Turbulence dissipation rate m2/s3 

Θs Granular temperature m2/s2 

λs Granular bulk viscosity Pa∙s 

μ  Viscosity Pa·s 

μt turbulent viscosity Pa∙s 

μs Solids shear viscosity Pa∙s 

μs,col Collisional Viscosity Pa∙s 

μs,skin Kinetic Viscosity Pa∙s 

μs,fr Frictional viscosity Pa∙s 

ρ Density kg/m3 

σk Prandtl numbers for k - 

σε Prandtl numbers for ε - 

τ Stress tensor Pa 

φ Internal friction angle  

φgs Energy exchange between the gas and the solids phase kg/(m3s) 
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Subscripts 

g Gas phase  

i Species  

s Solids phase  

(Bold characters are for vectors or tensors) 
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